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Liberated by Drawing: The year 1957 was fruitful for New York School sculptor David
Smith, judging from his biography--he had a major retrospective at the Museum of
Modern Art--and from the muscular beauty of the drawings from that year now at
Margo Leavin Gallery. Smith started as a painter in the 1920s, gained renown as a
sculptor of welded steel and sustained an ardent relationship with drawing throughout,
until his death in 1965. He regarded drawing as an embodiment of freedom, a
fundamental act of liberation. It might have been, he mused, "the first celebration of
man with his secret self--even before song."
Smith drew in paint, usually straight black mixed with egg yolk to enhance the
translucence of the pigment. Somewhere between calligraphy and choreography,
Smith's drawings from 1957 are pure physical gesture, exhalations of energy across the
page. They descend, visibly, from his more totemic, Surrealist-tinged work but don't yet
venture into the crisp geometry of subsequent years.
In their all-over occupation of the surface, their emblematic suggestiveness and deep
inner significance for the artist, they are definitively Abstract Expressionist.
Dense loops, bursts of skittish line, taut, stretching streaks, knots of darkness and
abrupt hooks turn these sheets of paper into fields of raw energy. The connection
between line and body is insistent but never literal, much as in Japanese Zen
brushwork, which clearly exerted quite a force on Smith, as on many of his peers in the
1950s. Kin to reductive Zen poem-paintings, Smith's drawings unify language and
image, symbol and presence. The initial force of the impact of brush upon paper carries
meaning, and the drying-out of ink in the course of a stroke is part of a larger grammar
of expression, referred to as "flying white," in the Japanese tradition, for the way the
underlying paper assumes a dynamic role in the image.
The catalog accompanying the show is fully illustrated and--more of a feat--sensitively
written, for Smith was insistent that his work neither derived from a verbal source nor
could be reduced to words. "Art," he said, "is made from dreams, and visions, and things
not known, and least of all from things that can be said. It comes from the inside of who
you are, when you face yourself. It is an inner declaration of purpose."
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